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Modal analysis of Bragg onion resonators
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From analysis of the high Q modes in a Bragg onion resonator with an omnidirectional ref lector cladding,
we establish a close analogy between such a resonator and a spherical hollow cavity in perfect metal. We
demonstrate that onion resonators are ideal for applications that require a large spontaneous-emission factor
b, such as thresholdless lasers and single-photon devices. © 2004 Optical Society of America
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Recently, much research has been devoted to the
possibility of using optical microcavities, such as
silica microspheres,1 semiconductor micropillars,2 and
semiconductor microdisks,3 to signif icantly modify
spontaneous-emission processes. In a previous Let-
ter,4 we proposed to approximately realize a fully
spherically symmetric Bragg resonator5 –7 with an
onionlike geometry. Such onion resonators, which
consist of a spherical air core bound by Bragg cladding
pairs composed of SiO2 and Si, have been fabricated
through a combination of etching and chemical-vapor
deposition. A scanning electron microscope image
of the onion resonator is shown in Fig. 1. Since the
photon confinement in the Bragg onion resonator is
provided by Bragg ref lection instead of total internal
ref lection, the onion resonator can combine a high
quality factor, Q . 106, with a cavity dimension of
a few micrometers.4 This combination is diff icult
to achieve in other types of optical resonators such
as silica microspheres, where optical conf inement
is provided by total internal ref lection so that the
losses increase with reduced radial size as a result
of diminished confinement.1 Furthermore, because
of the large index contrast between SiO2 and Si, the
spherical Bragg cladding forms an omnidirectional
ref lector,8 which ref lects light incident from air irre-
spective of the incident angle and effectively isolates
the onion core from the surrounding free space. In
this Letter we analyze the modal spectrum of an onion
resonator and establish a close analogy between the
onion cavity and a hollow spherical cavity in perfect
metal. We derive a simple formula that approximates
the frequencies of the high Q modes in a Bragg onion
resonator well. From this formula, we derive several
features that distinguish the high Q modes in the
onion resonator from the whispering-gallery modes in
dielectric microspheres. Through an analysis of the
spontaneous-emission processes in an onion resonator,
we demonstrate that such resonators are particu-
larly attractive for applications that require a large
spontaneous-emission factor, such as thresholdless
lasers9 and single-photon devices.2,3

We begin the analysis by approximating the Bragg
onion resonator with a spherically symmetric Bragg
0146-9592/04/050424-03$15.00/0
resonator. Because of the spherical symmetry, a reso-
nator mode can be labeled by a pair of angular modal
number l and m, with l $ 1 and 2l # m # l. The fre-
quencies of modes with the same l but different m are

Fig. 1. Scanning electron microscope images of (a) an
air-core Bragg onion resonator with Si�SiO2 cladding
pairs and (b) image of the onion resonator cladding, which
corresponds to the region within the dashed circle in (a).
© 2004 Optical Society of America
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identical. The resonator modes can be further clas-
sified as either transverse electric (TE) or transverse
magnetic (TM). The frequencies and quality factors of
the resonator modes can be calculated with the trans-
fer matrix method developed in Ref. 4. In this Let-
ter we choose to study a representative example and
consider an air-core Bragg onion resonator with a ra-
dius of rco � 6.6 mm. The onion cladding is composed
of eight pairs of Si�SiO2 layers. The refractive in-
dex and thickness of the Si layers are nSi � 3.5 and
LSi � 0.111 mm, respectively, and the corresponding
parameters for the SiO2 layers are nSiO2 � 1.5 and
LSiO2 � 0.258 mm. In labeling different onion modes,
we keep the angular quantum number l but drop m,
because of the 2l 1 1-fold degeneracy. Furthermore,
we introduce a radial quantum number n and label
the onion modes as TEl

n or TMl
n, where we obtain

n by counting the radial wave-function nodes of the
TE field that lies within the air core (we exclude the
node in the proximity of the core–cladding interface).
In Fig. 2(a) we show the radial dependence of the TE
field of the TE3

7, TM9
5, and TE19

1 modes. We notice
that all three modes are very nearly zero at the onion
core–cladding interface. This zero condition is the ex-
act boundary condition for the electromagnetic f ield in
a hollow spherical cavity bound by perfect metal and
indicates a close analogy between the two seemingly
different structures (one dielectric and one metallic).
In Fig. 2(b) we compare the modal wavelength in these
two types of cavities with the same core radius. For
the metallic cavity, the modal frequency is given by10

≠

≠r
�rjl�kr��jr�rco for TM modes ,

jl�krco� � 0 for TE modes , (1)

where k is the vacuum wave vector and jl�x� is the
lth-order spherical Bessel function. From Fig. 2(b),
it is clear that the modes within the onion resonator
bear a striking similarity to those in the hollow per-
fect metal cavity, with a maximum wavelength differ-
ence of less than 1%. The similarity between a Bragg
onion resonator and a hollow spherical cavity in perfect
metal is not accidental, since the cladding parameters
are chosen such that it forms an omnidirectional re-
f lector within the wavelength range of Fig. 2(b) and be-
haves like a perfect metal.8 We notice that the simple
relation given in Eq. (1) can be used to accurately de-
scribe the distribution of the eigenmode frequencies of
a given onion resonator.

Unlike with whispering-gallery modes in dielectric
microspheres, we observe that the frequencies of the
onion modes in Fig. 2(b) can be further divided into dis-
tinctive groups according to an additional modal num-
ber Ol

n, defined as
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n �

8
>>><
>>>:
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1 dl ,1 for TM modes

n 1
l
2

for TE modes

, (2)

where dl,1 is 1 if l � 1 and is 0 otherwise. Also,
for small l numbers, different modes with the same
Ol
n are nearly degenerate in frequency. This can

be explained by solving Eq. (1) using the asymptotic
form of the spherical Bessel function, which gives
krco � �n 1 �l 2 1��2 1 dl,1�p, and consequently
lTMln � 2rco�Ol

n for the TMl
n mode. Similarly, in the

asymptotic limit, we have lTEln � 2rco�Ol
n for the TEl

n

mode. For the three groups of modes in Fig. 2(b) with
Ol

n equal to 8, 8.5, and 9, this asymptotic formula
l � 2rco�Ol

n predicts the modal wavelength to be
1.650, 1.553, and 1.467 mm, respectively, in very good
agreement with the exact results. The asymptotic
approximation starts to break down as the angular
quantum number l becomes larger. However, even in
this case, the high Q modes still fall into distinctive
groups, each characterized by a unique Ol

n.
In Ref. 4 we demonstrated that onion resonator

modes, even with relatively small l, can have quality
factors exceeding 106. This feature also applies to
the onion resonator considered in this Letter and is
quite different from that of dielectric microspheres,
where modes with small l in general have very low
quality factors. For example, the quality factors of

Fig. 2. (a) TE f ield of several high Q modes in an onion
cavity. (b) The resonance wavelength of the onion modes
as a function of the angular modal number l, together with
the wavelength of resonant modes in a hollow spherical
cavity in perfect metal. (c) Cladding modes of the onion
structure.
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the TE3
7 and TM9

5 modes shown in Fig. 2(a) are
1.07 3 107 and 7.21 3 106, respectively. Fundamen-
tally, the difference between dielectric microspheres
and onion cavities is a result of different confine-
ment mechanisms, i.e., total internal ref lection
versus Bragg ref lection. For both structures, we
can identify the mode with angular modal number
l as a light ray striking the core–cladding inter-
face with a transverse wave vector kt � l�rco. For
a microsphere with refractive index n, the total
internal ref lection requires 2pn�l $ kt $ 2p�l,
which consequently gives the range of the angular
momentum l as 2pnrco�l $ l $ 2prco�l. On the
other hand, for the onion resonator with an omni-
directional ref lection cladding, any light ray that is
incident at the core–cladding interface, as long as
it satisfies kt # 2p�l, will be ref lected irrespective
of the incidence angle. Therefore the onion mode l
should satisfy 2prco�l $ l $ 1. Outside this range,
optical modes still exist in onion structures, but they
should be regarded as the cladding modes, since their
electromagnetic fields are concentrated within the
cladding region. Two such cladding modes are shown
in Fig. 2(c). Additionally, since the omnidirectional
onion cladding can ref lect light that is incident at
any angle, we expect that the air-core radius can be
reduced to 1 2 mm while high quality factors at the
level of 106 107 are maintained. This feature is of
great importance for cavity QED applications and
cannot be achieved in silica microspheres in which the
cavity Q factors exponentially decrease as we reduce
the microsphere radius.1

An important application envisaged for Bragg onion
resonators is for optical devices that requires a large
spontaneous-emission factor. In any high Q cavity,
we can separate the total spontaneous-emission rate
gtot into a resonant part gres, defined as the emission
rate into a given high Q mode, and a background part
gbg � gtot 2 gres, which accounts for spontaneous emis-
sion into the rest of the electromagnetic modes. For
microcavities such as microspheres or micropillars, the
background emission rate gbg is essentially the bulk
spontaneous-emission rate gbulk, whereas the resonant
emission rate gres can be estimated as11
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where V is the modal volume, v and Q are the fre-
quency and the quality factor of the cavity mode, re-
spectively, and G is the linewidth of the light-emitting
material. Therefore, to achieve a large spontaneous-
emission factor b, which is gres��gres 1 gbg�, the reso-
nant emission rate gres needs to be enhanced to a value
much larger than gbulk. According to Eq. (3), this re-
quires a reduction of the cavity volume, an increase of
the cavity Q, and a choice of a light emitter with nar-
row linewidth G. In practice, the large spectral width
of common light emitters (for example, the gain band-
width is of the order of 20 nm in erbium-doped glass12)
has turned out to be a major obstacle.
We can achieve a large spontaneous-emission factor
in a Bragg onion resonator through a fundamentally
different approach. We notice that the omnidirec-
tional cladding can result in almost complete isolation
of the onion core from free space. For light emitters
in the core region, there are only two remaining back-
ground spontaneous decaying channels: (1) coupling
to the onion cladding modes and (2) coupling to the
free space through the onion stem, as shown in Fig. 1.
The coupling to the onion cladding modes can be
ignored, since (i) only a very small amount of the
cladding field exists within the core region, as can be
seen from Fig. 2(c), and (ii) the cladding mode cou-
pling can be further reduced by designing the onion
structures such that the light-emission frequency and
the cladding mode frequencies are spectrally well
separated. This means the background emission rate
will be dominated by the stem coupling, which can be
estimated from the fraction of the solid angle spanned
by the stem. Assuming the stem radius to be rstem,
we have gbg � gbulk�rstem�2rco�2. If we take the stem
radius as 1 mm (a value within the reach of actual
fabrication) and the core radius as 6.6 mm, the back-
ground spontaneous-emission rate is only 0.6% of the
bulk value. Thus we conclude that, in a Bragg onion
resonator, it is possible to inhibit background spon-
taneous emission by at least 2 orders of magnitude.
As a result, even for gres � gbulk, we can obtain a
spontaneous-emission factor of �99%, which allows us
to use a much wider range of light-emitting materials,
such as erbium-doped glass and organic dyes, and may
even lead to room-temperature operation.

Y. Xu’s e-mail address is yong@its.caltech.edu.
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